
Enhancing Access to Justice through Institutional Reform (A2J) Project  

REFERENCE: A2J/RFP/2018/01: Development of Nepal Law (Software) for the IOS and Android application plus web based software 

Bidders Queries (Questions) Answer to bidders queries (Response ) 
1) Primarily, due to several laws persistent in Nepal, does the app/ software 

need to embed and comply with all of the existent laws or there are only 
specified categories of laws.  

2) Does the website/ application require to integrate support center or call 
center services? 

3) The 90 days’ time period is allocated for the development of the app or the 
integration of the content as well? 

4) Consequently, is the role of our company is reliant upon development of the 
app/website and training? And, the content integration by UNDP?  

5) Are the soft copy of law’s provided to us in both English and Nepali 
language? 

 

1. Software and app should comply with existent laws as well 
as new law 

 
2. We do not need any integrate support center or call center 

services. 
3. The 90 days’ time period is allocated for development of 

app, software as well as to add the content to the software 
and apps 

4. Bidder should add and upload the data provided by MOLJPA 
5. Yes MOLJPA will provide the data in digital format. 

1. We received bid document for project “Development of Nepal Law 
(Software) for the iOS and Android application plus web based software.” It 
contains non-functional requirements as in overview of software, intended 
users, development platform, significance and many more details. These 
gives us idea on nature of software. But this software can be developed in 
elaborate or in minimalistic way. Mercantile can propose to build software in 
minimalistic way to keep financial cost to the minimum to win the bid, but in 
the long run we would not feel proud to have developed software that did 
not look sophisticated. Hence if you can provide some guidelines or 
Functional Requirement document, we will be in position to propose 
realistic figures. 

1. Bidder should use X-code for IOS development and Android 
studio for Android App and PHP MYSQL should be used for 
web software.  

 
2. The function of software and app is to retrieve data from 

database inserted from web based application so users from 
7 Province and MoLJPA offices should be able to upload the 
laws by users which have many category of Laws that data 
should be shown in mobile apps to users. details are 
mention in the TOR 

 
1. Would you please clarify the key personnel for IOS Android Web 

Programmer because we believe that for the Developer of Nepal Law 
(Software), the key personnel for required expertise should be breakdown 
into 3 (Three) key expertise i.e, IOS Developer, Android Developer and Web 
Programmer as per the Terms of Reference (ToR).  

1. Bidder can specify their own human resources as required. 

 


